Competence in Plastic Labware
VITgrip™ – THE ALLROUND LAB BOTTLE
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VITgrip™ –
The Allround Lab Bottle
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VITgrip™ lab bottles, PP, GL 45
Allround lab bottle with GL 45 thread including tamper-evident closure.
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Replacement tamper-evident closure, PP, GL 45		
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*	 IMPORTANT NOTE: The term leakproof applies under the following test conditions:
	The VITgrip™ lab bottle is half filled with distilled water and is closed with the supplied VITLAB® screw closure – after the ring of the tamper-evident closure clicks into place – with
a torque of 5 Nm. Subsequently, the bottle is turned upside down and remains, standing on the screw cap, for 15 minutes, without the filled-in water escaping. The test is carried
out at room temperature (approx. 20 °C) and atmospheric pressure.
	PLEASE NOTE: The transferability of results under test conditions to specific applications is dependent on multiple factors that are beyond our control. Therefore, we do not assume
any liability for the transferability; each case has to be carefully checked by the user.
** Height without screw cap
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